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UMR mine rescue
team places seventh
News Services

SOURCE

rying out a rescue. The contest was held
underground in an actual mine environment. "UMR is the only university in the
United States that has a mine rescue
team," says Ron Robison,'supervisor of
UMR's Experimental Mine Facility and
trainer of U~' s mine rescue ~team .

The University of Missouri-Rolla
mine rescue team, which is composed of
six mining engineering students, finished seventh in UMR's 12th annual
Mine Rescue Contest held Thursday,
Oct. 13, and Friday, Oct. 14, at UMR's
El'perimental Mine Research Facility.
Members \If the UMR team are Chance
Allen (team captain) of Springfield,
Mo., a senior; Chris Upp (learn cocaptain) of Springfield, Mo ., a junior;
Joe Lounsberry of Long Prairie, Minn., a
senior; Sean Bonney of Waynesville,
Mo ., a senior; Ross McGee of Viburnum, Mo., a senior; and Dyrk Huffman of
Jackson, Mo., a senior. UMR 's team
competed against industry mine rescue
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teams in a simulated mine disaster situ-

Rolla professor experiments with lab waste
News Services

SOURCE

store

One drawback to traditional college
chemistry and chemical engineering
laboratory courses is the by-pioduct of
chemical waste, much of it hazardous. A
UMR professor hopes to eliminate that
problem with a series of experiments
that recycle or reuse lab waste. The goal
of Dr. Robert M. Ybarra's project is a
"zero-waste laboratory" for Rolla
chemical engineering students.
"The goal of the zero-waste laboratory is to have our students work with
real chemical systems, not computersimulated experiments or 'safe' systems" that use air and water, says

Ybarra, a lecturer in chemical engineering. The liabilities and costs associated

with storing chemical waste, as well as
the health and safety issues involved
with using certain chemical compounds,
keep many chemical engineering departments from using hazardous chemicals
in experiments. As a result, more campuses rely on computer-simulated experiments to teach students about chemical engineering processes. But such an
approach "seriously undermines the
educational objective of training engineers who can safely design chemical
processes or conduct chemical engineering research," Ybarra says.
As a first step toward building a zerowaste laboratory, Ybarra and some undergraduate students are designing a solvent-recovery system that doubles as a
laboratory experiment. Ybarra has received a $17,000 grant from the Camille
and Henry Dreyfus Foundation to develop the system. The solven t-recovery
system will allow chemical engineering
students to extract acetic acid from ethyl

acetate - a process that results in a
wastewater solvent laden with other
chemicals. Through this experinlen~ the
chemicals in the wastewater would then
be recovered through other processes,
such as distillation and adsorption.
Ybarra and his students are currently
designing the solvent-recovery system
and must raise additional funds to build
it. Once the solvent-recovery system is in
place, however, Ybarra plans to incorpo-

ation, which was set up and judged by
representatives of the federal Mine
Safety and Health Administration. The
teams were rated on ho w well they followed basic rules and regulations in car-

UMR bands to perform in
free Band Extravaganza
News Services

SOURCE

rate other waste-recovery experiments

in the co ursework. He hopes such
projects will better prepare students for
the kinds of waste-minimization ,problems they will face as chemical engineers. "In the pas~ when a chemical
plant was built, the waste created by the
chemical processes was only an afterthought," says Ybarra. "The purpose of
this project is to teach students from the
beginning that minimizing chemical
was te must be considered before the
processes begin."

Teams receiving trophies were: (first
place trophy) Asarco (West Fork) of
Bunker, Mo. (team captain Kenneth
McCabe): (second place trophy) Asarco
(Sweetwater) of Bunker, Mo. (team captain Gary Henry); (third place trophy)
REECO (Reynolds Electric Experiment
Co .) of Las Vegas Test Sile, Nev.; and
(fo urth place trophy ) Doe Run of Viburnum, Mo. (leam captain Mark Nations).
A First-Aid Contes~ a two-person contest to administer first- aid to a mine
accident victim, and a Benchman's Contes~ a breathing apparatus check to find
two faults in the device in 15 minutes,
was also held in conjunction with the
Mine Rescue Contest. The First-Aid
Contest winner is Westinghouse WIPP
(Waste Isolation Pilot Plant) of
Carlsbad, N.M. The Benchman 's Contest winner is Vince Merizlufftof Viburnum, Mo., with the tearn of Asarco
(Sweetwater), Bunker, Mo.

The University of Missouri-Rolla
bands will perform their first Band Extravaganza at 2 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 30, in
Leach Theatre of Castleman Hall. The
conce~ which features UMR ' s Wind
Ensemble, Jazz Band and the Miner
Marching Band, is free and open to the
public. The groups are under the direction of Dr. Douglas Stotter, UMR director of bands. The Wind Ensemble's se-

lections include works by English composer Ralph Vaughan-Williams, Johann
Sebastian Bach and American band music composer, Alfred Reed. Twenty select musicians who make up the Jazz
Ensemble will perform highlights of
their upcoming "Big Band" concer~ ineluding the swing standards "Moonlight
Serenade" by Glenn Miller and Count
Basie' s "April in Paris." The extravaganza closes with highlights from this
season's half-time show by UMR ' s
Miner Marching Band. Selections include music from movies, the Big Band
era and classic rock In' roll. For more

information, contact UMR ' s performing
arts office at 341-4185.
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What:' s

All orginizational meeting times
and places are provided by the
Student Activity Center, UCW
218. Please send aU changes to the
aforementioned office.

6:30 pm: BSU Worship, Baptist Student Center

7:00 pm: SUB Movie:TheShining, 104 ME

6:30 pm: SHPE Mtg., 216 McNutt

8:30 pm : Phelps County ShcriffDept. Benefit Concert, Leach Theatre, Castleman Hall.

7:00 pm: UMR Womtn's Soccer\'s. Lewis Univer·

sityUMR SoccerComplex

Wednesday
Intramural T able Tennis Entries Due

Up

at:

UMR

8:00 pm : Chi Alpha Mtg., Meramac

Next Wednesday

7:00 pm: ComputerSociety Seminar, 209 Math·Cmp

9:30 pm: ABS Halloween Costume Social. Mark
Twain.

H ygiene GraduateFelloW6hip Prog ram is for you.
Sponsored by the U.s. Department of

Energy

11 :30 am: BSU Prayer Lunch,BaptistStudentCenter

(DOE),OfficcofHea!th,IndustrlalHygienePrognms

6:00 pm: Aikido Club Mtg., 21 1 McNutt

tions fortbe academic yea rbeginningSeptonber 1995.

9:00 pm: SUB Movie:The Birds, 104 ME

So

Lookingforthe opportunity to become a profel'

Division,thefenowshipprogramisacceptingapplica.

The deadline for applications is Jan. 31,1995.
6:00 pm: Down to Earth Mtg., 211 McNutt

The need to ensure healthful conditions in the
workplaceforonployeeshascreatedanunpn::cedc:nlCd

11:00 am: SUB Pumpkin CarvingContc:st. the Puck

7:30 pm: SHORTS Mtg. , MarX Twain

1l:30am: BSU PmyerLunch ,SaptistStudcntCenter

7:30 pm: Voic~oflnspi,.tion Mtg., I stAssemblyof

6:00 pm: Wesley·Breakaway, Wesley House

demandfo r industrialhygienists who anticipate, rec0g-

10:30 am: Bahai Cub Study Mtg., Walnut

6: 00 pm: Spelunkers Club Mtg., 204 McNutt

or stressol'$ arising in orfrom the workplacethatmay

2:00 pm: UMR Band Extnov.ganu. Leach Thea'...

7:00 pm: AGS Mlg., 114 CE

fort,orinefficiencyamong .....orkers.

7:88pm: Raidersmtg.,302Harris

in~e

Sunday

nize, evaluate. andcontrol those environmental factors

God

cause sickness, impaired health, significant discom-

UMR Booster Cub meeting. G&D

U:OO pm:
Steakhouse

7:30 pm : Solar CarTeam Mtg., G· 3 Basic

The primary ~alofthe fellowship program ilto

CastlonanHall.

2:3'0 pm: StuCo LAWYER, Walnut

8:00 pm : Aikido Club Practice, 304 Rolla Bldg.

6:00pm: Wesley Dinnerand a.apel, Wesley House

S:30 pm:

8:00 pm: SUB Impact Month Comedy Night. UCE

7:30 pm: CampU5Cru.s.ade for Christ Mtg., Walnut

7:00 pm: Alpha Chi Sigma. M,g., G-3 Chern E
Intramural Managers Mtg., Classroom

Muhi.Purpos<

Cafeteria

6:00 pm: Aikido Club Mtg., 211 McNutt

8:00 pm: SLPat', Committee Mtg., 107C MEAnnex

the number of industrial hygienist5 at the

masters degree level to help ensure healthful wotkins
conditions for employees of DOE laboratories and
facilities throughoutthe UnitedSla~. Ckherprognin
8:00 pm: Alpha Chi Sigma pledge mtg., 125 Chern E

8:00 pm: Amold Air Society Mtg., 209 Harris
8:00 pm: College Republican. M,g.. 117 CE

9:00 pm: Blue Sabres Mtg., 208 Harris
6:00 pm: Down to Earth M,g.. 211 McNutt

8:GO pm: SUB Commedian , UCE Cafeteria

6:00pm: Wesley·Breakaw.y, Wesley House

Friday

8: 00 pm: SUB: Julius Caesar, Leach Theatre

Monday

Intramural Pool Begins

7: 00 pm : Julius Caesar, Leach Theatre , Castleman

1:30 pm : Muslim Student Assoc. Mtg.

Room.

3:00pm : Trap and Skeet Club Mlg.,l04B T2

1:30 pm:

12:00 pm: Toastmasters International, Missouri

Hall

sit)', SL Louis

UMR Math and Statistics Department

lecture, 204 McNutt

7:00 pm: Women's Socccn·s. Washington Univer·
4:00pm : GamingAssoc.Open GarningSession, 126/
139/140ChemE

2:30 pm: SolarCarTeam Mtg., G4A Basic

7:00 pm: Aids Awa reness Discussion G·5 H·SS

3:30 pm : OIristian Science Mtg. , Sunrise

7:00 pm : Show-Me Anime Mtg. , 204 McNutt

6:00 pm : Akido mlg., 304 Rolla

7:00 pm: SUB Movie: The Shining, 104 ME

6:30 pm: BSU Bible Study, Baptist Student Center

8:00 pm: ''TheltalianGirlin AIgiers," Leach Theatre,

7:00 pm : ElL!. Kappa Nu help session, 213 EE

7:00 pm: ASCE M'g., 114 CE

7:00 pm: AIChE .• G·3 ChE.

7:00 pm: Raiders mtg., 302 Hanis

7:00 pm: SUB: Shakespeare Lecture, 137 Castleman

7:30 pm: SME M'g., 204 McNutt

CastlemanHall

8:00 pm: Alpha Chi Sigma pledge mtg. , 125 Chem E

9:00 pm: SUB Movie: The Birds,l04 ME

7:30 pm: Alcoholics Anonymous Open Mtg., Walnut

8: 00 pm: Arnold Air Societymtg., 209 Harris
8:00 pm: College Republicans Mtg., 117 CE

8:00 pm: Kappa Kappa PsiITau Beta Sigma M1g., 206

Saturday

9:30 pm: Gamma Beta Sigma Mtg., 212 McNutt

EITEum

Tuesday

McNutt
12:00 pm : UMR Men'sSoccen's. Lewis University,
8:00 pm: SUB: Julius Caesar, Leach Theatre

UMRSoccerComplex

11:00 am·l:00 pm: SME Bratwun;t Scles, Outside
McNutt

8:30 pm: Tau Beta Sigma Mtg., 212 McNutt

u:oo pm:

Gaming Assoc. Open Gaming Session,

(bern E

Thursday

11:30 am:

Panhellenic Council Prefoentation &

Lunch, Missouri
1:00 pm: UMR Swimming vs. Washington Univer·
sity, UMR Pool,Multi·Purpose

4:30 pm: S·MSTA Mtg. , G-8 H-SS

11:iXlam . 1:00pm: SME BratwurstSales, Outside

1:30 pm: UMRFootball v~. Missouri Western State

5:30 pm : Omega Cbi Epsilon Mtg., 125 Chern E

McNutt.

College, St. Joseph, Mo.

4 :00 pm : UMR Ph)'sics Colloquium,l04 Ph)'Sics

2: 00 pm: UMRWomen'sSoccer vs. WilliarnWoods

1:30 pm: UMR AcademicCouncil Meeting, G·5 HSS

6 :30 pm: IFC mtg., 206 McNutt

College, UMRSoccerComplex

'" 7:30 pm: Society of f..1inin g Engineers Mtg, 204
McNutt.

5:00 pm : Pi Tau Sigma ~tg., 107C Me Annex
4:30 pm: Phelps County Sheriff Dept. Benefit Con·
6:()(I pm: OIristian Campus Fellowship Mtg., Mark

cert,LeachTheatre,CastlemanHall.

7: 30 pm : Baptist Student UnoinBibleStudy, Sunrise

6:30 pm : Phelps County Sheriff Dept. Benefit Con·

8:00 pm: Aikido Club Practice, 304 Rolla Bldg

Twain

6:30 pm: Alpha Phi Omega Mtg., 227 fulton

cert, Leach Theatre, Castleman Hall.

Administe..dbytheOakRidgewti",.. forSci.

ence and Education (ORISE), appointments in the
8:30 pm : Tau Beta Sigma Mtg., 212 McNutt

Industrial HygieneGraduate FelloW6hip Programa~
for 24 months. Fellows are required, however, to

Independents Halloween Social

6:00 pm: Spdunkers Club Mtg., 204 McN~tt

hygiene profession, and strengthening ties between
OOEandtheacademiccommunity.

Financial Aid
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No special treatment for athletes

Science and technology
by
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After reading the Missouri M iner
fro m Oct. 12. I felt the need to respond
to the anonymous co mmentary in the
Opinions column. The author's main
contention seems to be that some evil
professor refused to allow this student ·
to reschedule their test. and thereby
interfered with their ability to participate in an extra-cyrrjcular activity. I
do not participate in varsity sports. but
I do have activities outside of the Classroom that sometimes are in conflict
with my schoolwork. When this. happens, I prioritize my time and decide
which is more important. Since I am
paying a large sum of money to aitend
this school. the schoolwork tends to
win out.
I would now like to address some'
particular points in the authors article.
The author mentions that "Some athletes have even been penalized by professors just for being athletes. " I beI lieve that this incidence. if it actually
occurs. falls under the topic of "capricious grading" and there are steps for
the proper recourse contained in much
of the · campus literature. Next, the
author states; "If coaches are expected
to give up time when the entire team
needs to be together to practice why
then can't professors give in a little and
allow athletes the time they need to be
together to practice.··· Because this is a

university. There are currently 5042
students enrolled at UMR. T here are
approximate ly 250 varsi ty athl etes .
This means that about 5% of the stu dents on campus are affected by the
author's co ncerns. A s this is the to tal
number. the d istribution througho ut
the year o f affected athletes is much
lower. Therefore. the chances of any
major portioo, or even a large fraction
of a particular class being affected by
mean evil professors is quite low. The
author makes the point that ..... our athletes carry a very high grade point
average .... and goes on to say that ..
Many athletes use what they learn in
the classroom and apply it to certain
situations on the athletic field. " This
seems to imply that the team with the
higher G .P.A. will h~ve an advantage
over the team with the lower. Let's
check the facts from 1989-2991 : Men's
football. 3-27; Men's baseball. 12-621; Men's soccer (1991) 8-10-1; Men's
basketball (90.91). 24-28; Women's
soccer (89.90). 4-26-3; Women's softball, 63-51; Women'~ basketball. 4326; Water polo. 29-10. Obviously,
this theory do. s not hold true. except
for the water polo team. which I believe
does have one of the highest group
G .P.A.'s on campus.
The author then states, "This report
calls on the Student Council to ... con-

sider bann ing common exa ms ." This is
defi nitely not an optio n. nor sho uld it
be seriously co nsidOred. Also. the article was published in the Opinion
section, and therefore is not a report. In
closing. th e author then states, ... .1 be lieve th at it is in writing so mewhere in
UMR literature that athletes are to Ix
excused from classes for athle tic contests." There is no reference to this in
the literature that I had a vailable. and if
this is true. then the author should
understand th at professors are not required to change anything for practices.
I would like to end by stating some
more facts. Each student at UMR is
assessed a Student Activity Fee. This
comes ,out to be $263.42 per student
each year. This totals $1,328.163.64
for the university this year. From the
amount charged per person. $55.00
goes toward the athletic fee each semester. This means that $554,620. or
41.76% of the S .A.F. go'es toward support of our athletics each year. What
this comes down to is that there is about
$2220.00 allocated for each varsity
athlete this year. Are we getting our
money's worth?

Name withheld by request
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Dr. Max FogiJ

It is difficult to co mprehend th at
the United States has lost its leadership
in science and technology. Repeated
studies and surveys by education al organi zations keep reminding us that students in foreign countries possess substantially greater math and science
skills.
In surveys of 175.000 students
. worldwide, the United States ranked
almost at the bottom in math and science proficiency.
WHERE HAS AMERICAN INGENUITY GONE?
It is particularly difficult to understand how we lost our leadership when
we consider that American ingenuity
produced the first ones of such products as refrigerators, elevators, steam
engines (railroads). automobiles. telephones. aircraft,' television. and countless other consumer products that
raised the American standard of living
far above that of any other country.
Such American ingenuity was prac,ticed more by tinkerers in their garages
and basements than through organized
research'sponsored by government and
industry.
What has happened to those imaginative tinkerers who labored patiently
to understand the laws of nature and
used the knowledge that they gained to
create improvements in our living stan-

dards? Have our c!JlTent generations
prod uced insufficient numbers of tinkerers- those with curios ity, im.agination
and drive-to enable us to maintain our
le'adership?
REASONS FOR N OT ENTE RING
MA TH AND SCIENCE
We do not have conclusive answers
to those questions. but discussions
among educators center about the following
Television
Students spend considerable
time each week watching teleVision.
Perhaps television is robbing them of
the time needed to engage in seripus
siudies of the maths and sciencesi It is
easier on a student's mind to be entertained through television than labor
over problems to be worked out in
math. science and,technology.
• It is' also not likely to fire the
imaginations of those who have successfully completed their math. science and tech courses, to go on and do
bigger things with what they learned, if
they spend a large amount 01 their time
watching television. videos, and the
like.
M ath & Sciences Lack Appeal
(Aren't Sexy)
• Enrollments of science and technol o gy/ eng ineerin g student have

see Science page 18

The facts and effects of Amendment 7
In case you haven't noticed there is
new organization on campus devoted
o promoting political activity among
he students of UMR and to providing
100ther voice on campus to balance out
he recent shift to the extreme right: the
:ollege Democrats. Now. before you
:um the page, you might want to hear
Nhat we have to say. We realize that on
t

1

campus as conservative as UMR, we

ife not likely to change the ideology of
the student body as a whole. but we can
provide a much needed service to the
university. As Democrats we are focused on issues such as stopping discrimination, providing for people in
need, and improving education. The
last brings to mind a common phrase
these days: Hancock II. You have
probably heard at least something
about Hancock II (Constitutional
Amendment 7 on the November ballot). You have heard that it will cut
funding for schools. prisons. and universities. and that tuition may drastically increase. The College Democrats
feel that this proposal would be a disaster to the education system, to the
UMR campus, and to ' the people of
Missouri. In fact we have unanimously
condemned the Amendment and are of
trying to get the word out about this
potentially devastating proposal.
Amendment 7 is a very confusing
proposal, even to those with law degrees. Stated simply, Amendment 7
places all state revenues under a "lid"
that the state cannot exceed. Presently

a "lid" already exists. The only exception to the lid are two tax increases th at
we r e appro ved b y popul ar vo te.
Amendment 7 would include those
taxes in the overall r~venue of the state,
requiring Missouri to refund all money
received that exceeds the "lid" back to
the taxpayers. At first glance, this
sounds like a neat idea. The problem is
that the programs that will need to be
cut, will include primary services of
the state. These include schools. universities, prisons. and highways. On '
top of all that, if programs like highways are cut, the state will lose federal '
"matching" funds. For example, Missouri receives funding from the US
government for improving thehighway
system. These funds, however. can
only be received if the state matches by
paying 25% of what the federal governmentpays. Thatmoneywillgotofortyone other states. but we will have no
reduction in federal taxes, just a little
pocket change from the state of Missouri.
As students 'in the University of
Missouri system we have much to fear
from Amendment 7. Chancellor Park
has said that it could mean $6 million
a year in cuts to the UMR budget. This
translates into many faculty and s taff
positions elimin ate d. l arger c l ass
sizes, and possible tuition increases to
attempt to make up for so me of what is
lost. For qu ite a while. UMR has been
building a repu tatio n for excell~nce all
across th e nation. Employers reali ze

th at a U MR graduate can be an asset to
their business. If Amendment 7 passes
th at reputation will be tarnished. The
incentives fo r the top studen ts and pro~
fessors to co'm e to UMR will be gone.
In fact many that are here are already
making plans to leave. The University
of Missouri-Rolla may fade into the
background of other "state tech "
schools. and bring mediocrity to something that is now great.
Supporters of Amendment 7 would
argue that we are overreacting. They
say that education, the future of Missouri. ought to suffer so we can get a
small amount of money (less than $50
for most Missourians) back at tax time.
We contend that it is those who support
this drastic tax reduction measure that
are overreacting.
To illustrate the possibilities it is
necessary to look back to the late
1970·s. The state of California was a
jewel of the nation. It was a beautiful
state that had an educational system
that was on top of the nation. People
were flocking west to experience the
"California Dream. " But like all jewels. _there was a price to pay. Property
taxes in California were at a relatively
high rate. and the people felt that they
were being cheated by tlieir government. They responded by proposing
and pass ing. against ,the advice of the
legislature and the governor. California Propositio n 13. Prop 13 called for
drastic cutbacks and refunds of property tax revenues collec ted by the state

government. This resulted in cutbacks
in law enforcement, education, and
state parks. A loo k at the state of
California today ",ill sho w a place
much more devastated by Prop 13 than
by any earthquake. The public school
sys tems are in shambles. A walk
through a California primary or secondary school would appall most
people. On top of all that. Prop13
failed to make an improvement of the
long' term California economy. Student fees at the University of California have increased by 450% . Even
after adjusted for inflation, that is over
a 300% increase. Is this the future we
want in Missouri?
A large myth being publicized by
the supports of Hancock II is iliat it will
put taxes in the hands of the people.
Today. the people already have direct
control over most of the taxation. In
fact, if Hancock II passes. it will take
another constitutional amendment to
raise state taxes. An amendment can
only be put on the ballot every two .
years, and then it won't take effect until
the next fiscal year (beginning in October of the next year).
Anoth er puzzling aspect of
Amendment 7 is its lack of necessity.
There are those who argued that California was oven axed to a degree that
th e people had to revolt by passing
Prop 13. But Missouri is no where near
being over taxed. In fact Missouri tax
rates are lower than over 80% of other
states. Why then should we tie the

hands of governm ent and throwaway
our children's future? For a minuscule
tax refund? How will we be better off
in two decades if our educational system is not preparmg the next generation for the re al world?
This is a ques tion th at helps to
defme the College Democrats. We are
a group of dedicated students. looking
to the future, trying to make the world.
our nation, our state, and our university
a better place in the long run. If you can
understand that concept you can better
understand what College Democrats or
UMR are all about. It is also the reason
we are determined to defeat Amendmerit 7. We support people like Democratic Senate candidate Alan Wheat,
who understands the temble effects
that Amendment 7 will have on the
university system and on our state as a
whole. His opponent, Republican John
Ashcroft, has wavered on the issue,
\ and seems open to risking our future for
an insignificant tax refund.
Ev.en if you don't agree with our
ideology. we urge you. for not only the
sake of UMR. but for the sake of the
people of Missouri. VOTE AGAINST
AMENDMENT 7. For those of you
who are interes ted in the Democratic
p hilosophy. you are more th an welcome to join the College D~mocrats .

by College Democrats
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Aid

from page 2

submit. n:newa.l application at the end of the first 12

Applicants should be eu.rrc:ntly enrolled at UMR., be a

months. The prognam pays an &Muat stipend of

full-timeundergraduateengineeringstudent(including

GraciuatefellowshipprogramssponsoredbeDOE

$15,600 in 12 monthly payments 0[$1 ,300. an aca-

Engineering Mange:ment and Engineering Mechan-

and administered by the Oak Ridge Institute for Sci-

demic allowance of $1,500 annually, and full tuition

ics), have completed between 30 and 59 credithours,

and fees.

Participationinathree-monthpracticum,apracti.
cal, hands-on work expc:rienc:. at a OOE-designatcd

lished in 1946, ORAU is a consortium of 82 colleges

from other sources that do not prov!de fundi; fort:rlvel.

and univertities,

All grants include basichealthand accident insunnce.

enceandEdLlcationprovidefullpaym~toftuitionand

ANNUAL COMPETITION FOR RJLLBRIGIIT

contained in the brochure, "Fullbright and othergrant',

and have a minimum 3.5 cumulative GPA. Forms are

fees, monthly stipends, and the opportunity to gain

GRANJ'S OPENS

for graduate study or research abroad, 1995·96." SID-

available at the Ftnancial Aid Office. The deadline to

practical experience at DOElabomtory, Awards vary

The United States Infonnation Agency (USIA),

dentscu.rrc:ntlyenrolledinacollegeoruniversitysbouJd

return thefonns isTuesday,November22, 1994.

dependingon the specific program and tbedegm: being

the 1. William Fullbright Foreign Scholarship Boan!

rontact theiron--campus Fullbri ghtProgram Advisorf'or

pursued,

(BFS) and the Institute ofIntemational Education (llE)

~chllres,applicationfonns,andfurtherinfonnation.

facility is required. Transportation expenses to and
from the pnacticum site are reimbursed and a disloca-

gime.

Compieteprogramandapp.licationinfonnationi

THE AIR FORCE IS STll...L mRING and has 2and 3

All programs require the submission ofa fellow-

announce the May I, 1994officialopening of the 1995·

yearscholarships available through the Air Force Re-

ship application and completion of the Graduate

96competitionforFullbrightGrantsforgraduatestudy

RURAL MISSOURI. INC.

The program isopen to U.S. citizens who hold the

serve OfficerTraining Corps CAPROTC) for qualified

Record Examination (GRE). Students must have re-

or research abroad in academic fields and forprofes-

If you have been employed as a fannworkerin theput

sional trainingin the creative and perfonningarts.

two years, you may be eligible to receive free tuitica

tion a.llowance of $400 permonth is paid.

baccalaureate degree and who have not completed

college students in selected engineering, science, and

cei\'ed their undergraduate degrees in a science or

mo re than onc academic yea rof graduate studies by the

nontechnical majors. Scholarships covermost tuition '

engineering discipline by august 1995.

effective date of the fellowship appointment .

and laboratory, textbook. and incidental fees plus

The pUfPOse of these grants is to increase mutual

assistanceforyoureduC8tion.

II.

Selection is based on academicperformance,rec-

understanding between the people of the United States

if you have worked as a fann, orchard, greenhouseor

For appl ication materials oradditional informa-

$100 monthly allowance. If you are a freslunan,

ommendatioos, and a statement of career goals by the

and other countries. They are funded underthe Mutual

poultry/eggproductionemployee,youmayqualify.

tion on policies, procedures, and guidelines under

sophomore, or junior and are interested in scholarship

apylicant.

which the program ope rates , please contact: Mary

opportunities,pleasecontact AFROfC in Harris Hall,

Kinney ,Industrial H ygiene Graduate Fellowship Pro-

room 2060rcall34l-6541

Educationaland CullllralExchangeActof1961 through

To obtain details and the field representatr.'e closcstlO

Fellowship applications are being taken through

an annual appropriation made by Congress to USIA.

youcalll-800-234-4972.

fun. 31, 1995, and awarW will be announced in April

Participatinggovemmentsandhostinstitutionsinmany

For lhe s~
garn~ a Nalio
Vlastheguesl ~

ety is currently accepting applications for its spring

of dollart are auilable for students interested in

systems, and medical sciences. ORISE and its pro-

researcb allowance, and tuition waiv~rs if applicable.

chapters at universities and oolleges throughout the

,aslMissounteStranl<ed #8
Miners came
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"ouldtakeasl
potenl busin<
That special el
full quarl" ~
oullO a21-O I
~£ne" gave uF
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5. Even wit
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From Ihe J

scholarships. Theseschoian;.hips art: awarded to stu-

pursuing master'sordoctoraldegrees insuch areas as

grams are operated byOak RidgeAssociated Universi-

FullbrightT ra\'el Grants prov ide round trip trave1l'? the

nation. It is the only major national scholastic honor

sion.1heMin~

dents who have demonstrated outstanding potentioal

nuclearengineeringfusion energy, applied health phys-

ties (ORAU) through a management and operating

country where the student will pu rsue study or research

socie)' that recognizes academic excellence in all disci-

during their freshman year in the field orengineering.

ics, radioactive waste management, and industrialhy-

contract with the U.S. Department of Energy.

and are intended to ~upplement maint;:nance awards

plines.

aflernoon. T
opening kicko!

gram, Science/Engineering Education Division, Oak
Meramec Area Legal Aid Corporation (Legal

Ridgelnstitute for Science and Education, 120 Badger

1995. Forapplications oradditional infonnation, con-

countries also contribute. The BPS, composed of 12

The University of Missouri-Rolla chapter of AU

tact Sandra Johnson or Marcia DeMarcus, ORISE

educational and public leaders appointed by the Presi-

Kappa ptli NationalHonor Society invites outstanding

Avenue, P.O. Box 117, Oak Ridge, Tenn., 37831-

Aid) will begin serving clients in a new area of the law.

Fellowship Programs, Oak Ridge Institute for Science

dent of the United States, establishes criteria for the

UMRseruorstoapplyforfellow-shipsworthuptoS7000

0117; t.lephone; (615)576-9655.

Legal Aid will provide an attorney free of charge to

and Education, SciencelEngineering Education Divi-

selection of candidates andhas the final authority forthe

forfirst year graduate orprofessional study.

eligible clients forsimple estate planning. Oients can

sion,P.O.Box I 17,oakRidge, Tenn.,37831-0117 ,or

awarding of grants.

now receive help with planning forthe future.

call1-800-569-7749. FAX-on-demandcanbeutilized

Forallgrants,applicantsmustbeU.S.citizens and

wide and 30 additional honorable mention awards of

The Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education (ORISE) was established by the U.S. Department

Set'\'i~es

Phi Kappa Phi will award 50 fellowships nation-

to be prov,ided include simple wills,

by simply dialing (615) 48 3-7 65 2 from any touch-tone

hold a bachelor's degree or it's equ}valent by the begin-

SI 000. Theawards willbebased onscholasticadlieve-

grams in science and engineering education, training

powers of attorney, beneficiary deeds and documents

phone. A recordingwillguideyouthroughtbecalland

ningdateofthegrant Creativeaodperformingartistsare

ment, standardized test scores.bonors and enrlchmem

and management systems, energy and environment

known as ''Living Wills". Legal Aid s erves clients in

will ask you to input your fax number. A copy of the

not required to have a bachelors degree, but they must

programs,campusandoommunityleadershipactivile$.,

systems, and medical sciences. ORISE and its pro-

a I 2-countyarea of South Centrnl Missouri. Persons

specific program description/application fonn orpro-

have fouryeatSof relevanttlliningorstudy. Candidates

study and career goals, and faculty evaluations.

ofEnergy to undertake national and international pro-

grams areoperatedbyOak RidgeAssociated Universi-

wbo are requesting legal aSsistance in the a reaof simple

gramflieryou requested will automatically befaxed to

inmedicinemusthave an M.D. orequivalentattbetime

ties (ORAU) through a management and operating

estateplanningorotherareasmayca11341-3655 or 1-

you.

ofapplication.

contract with the U.S. Department of Energy. Estab-

800-999-0249 to apply forfree legal services.

lishedin 1946,ORAUisamultiuniversityconsortium.

Graduating UMRseruors withsuperioracademit
and leadership records should contact Phi Kappa Phi

The Oak Ridge Inst itute for Science and Educa-

Aliapplicants are required to hav e sufficient profi-

representativelerryBaylessatRoom 101 Engineering

tion (ORISE) was established by the U.S. Department

ciency in the laQguage of the host country to carry out

Research Laboratory. 341-4151, foradditionalinforma-

theirproposedstudyorresoarch.

tion and for application fonns. The deadline ~ submit

Stuoents considering the continuation of their

of Energy to undertake national and international pro-

The Missouri Beta (UME) Chapter of the Tau

educational careers should looktolhe U.S. Department

grams in science and engineering education, training

Fullbright Full grants provide round trip interna-

BetaPi Association, a national engineering honorsoci-

ofEnergy (DOE)forahelpfulhand. Tens of thousands

and management systems, energy and environment

tional travel, maintenance forthe tenure of the grant, a

Phi Kappa Phi,founded in 1897 ,hasmorethal2S0

Esta~

applications is Feb. I.
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Northeast Dampers Miners Parent's Day Efforts

.----...

Brian Fortetka
Sports Editor
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For the second consecutive home
game, a Nationally ranked opponent
was the guest at Jackling Field. Northeast Missouri State came mto the contest ranked #8 in the nation while the
Miners came into the contest with
hopes of upset. The Miners knew it
would take a special effort to derail the
potent businesslike · Bulldog attack.
That special effort was lacking in the
first quarter as the Bulldogs jumped
out to a 21·0 lead. The advantage the
Miners gave up could not be overcome,
as the Bulldogs cruised to a 38-7 win.
The loss putothe Miners at 4-3- 1
overall and 3-2-1 in the tough MlAA.
With the win, Northeast vaults to 7-0
on the season and awaits Pitt State for
the conference championship on Nov .
5.
Even with the loss, the Miners
remain in third place in the MlAA
standings.
Turnovers and penalties plagued
the Miners throughout the conlest.
From the B ~lIdogs initial possession, the Miner fan could sense a. long
afternoon . The Bulldogs took the
opening kickoff 65 yards on a 8 play
drive, capped off with a 19 yard touc~
down pass.
The Miners first two possessions
resulted in Chris Shore punts. After a

Justin Fergueon

Quarterback #11 Jason·Politte escapes the grasp of a Northeast defender during the Miners Parent's Day game. The
Miners IT!0ved to 4-3-1 overall, and 3-2-1 In the MIAA.
key interception by defensive e nd
Chris Ward, the Miners looked in business. But a fumble on· the next play
gave the ball right back to the Bulldogs.
This proved to be the games key play.
The Miners mounted a sGoring
drive early in the second stanza. Key
completions from Politte to Tilley and
Wagoner put the Miners in the North-

east red zone. From there, Ernest
Brown gave the Miner~ their only
score of the day, a one yard dive to
paydirt This cut the Northeast lead to
21-7. The score remained through
halftime.
In the 3rd quarter, the Miners
couldn't mount any sustained drives.
The Northeast defense forced two

Fullback #36 Russell Zung and wide reclever #27 David Wells
look on as the Northeast defensive unit clamps down the
Miner attack. UMR was defeated 38-7 at the hands of NEMSU.
fumbles and two Politte interceptions.
Statistically, the Miners gave up
489 total yards. 275 rushing yards by
Northeast was a surprise against the
Miner defense. Chris Ward recorded a
sack in addition to his interception.
Ted Button blocked an extra point attempt .Brian Gilmore led the team in
tackles again.

Offensively, Jason Politte was 10
of 33 for 128 yards. Fullback Russell
Zung gained 57 yards on 8 carries.
Tight End Bryan Tilley had two
catches for 33 yards.
The Miners travel to St. Joseph . .
MO, next weekend to face Missouri
Western. Kickoff is scheduled for
1:30pm on Saturday. Good Luck.

San Diego Win Streak Snapped, Cleveland Rolls On; NFL Challenge Week #7

a

~

Bryan Schneller
Asst. Sports Editor

Well the 1994 National .Football
League season has reached the half-way point and by the looks of the
standings we should be in for an even
better second half as well as the playoffs.
There is no real clear-cut dominating team thus far in the NFL Each
division has a sole leader but none of
the leaders are running away with their
respected division. There are probably
.atleast 20 of the 28 teams still alive for
a playoff birth. The teams most likely
to see at least one post-season game are
Kansas City and San Di ego in the AFC
and Dallas, Minnesota, and San Francisco in the NFC. The best of the rest
might include Miami, Buffalo, Cleveland, and Pittsburg in the AFC and
Philadelphia in the NFC. The teams
thafwill improve in the second half and
have a legitamate chance of post-season play are the LA Raiders and Detroit Lions.
Now let's move on to the'results of
Week #8 in the National Football
League.
AFC East - the AFC liast had the

bye this week. No results to report.
AFC Central - Cincinnati (0-7)
still remains the beating bag in the
NFL. They traveled to the dawg-pound
to take on the Division leading Cleveland Browns (6-1). The Bengals were
actually leadi!1g at halftime, but the
Cleveland special teams took over the
second half. Back-to, back Bengals
punis in the third quarte~ clinched the
Browns' best start since 1963. First,
the .Cleveland punt r e turn team
blocked a punt and then recovered it in .
the endzone for a touchdown and on the
ne~.t Be~al punt, Eric.Met,c alf retpneeJ,
a.punt 73 yardS fora toucIiMwn. this ~
provided the Browns with a 37-13 victory. In another matchup, the Pittsburg
Steelers (5·2) outlasted thE> New York .
Giants (3-4) and won by the score
10-6. It wasn't easy, as if it ever is in ·
New York, for th~ Steelers without
Barry Sanders, Pittsburg's standout
runningback. While Barry sat this one
out, Bam Morris picked up the slack
carrying the ball 29 times for 146 yards
and the game's lone touchdown. Despite four fumbles lead ing to three
turnovers, Piitsburg improved to 5·2
and remained a game behind the
Cleveland Browns.
.
AFC West· The big game in the
AFC West was in San Diego where the
Chargers (6-1) hosted the Denver
Broncos (2-5). The Chargers came in
undefeated and a win would have most

of

likely eliminated the Broncos from the
post-season. The Chargers should
have put the game away in the first half
but failed to score a touchdown while
having the ball in Denver territory six
out of seven times. Of those six positions, four ended in John Camey field
goals. Give the Broncos some credit
though, they rebounded from a last
minute loss to Kansas City last week
and thi s week held San Diego
runningback Natrone Means scoreless
for the first time this year. If the Los
Angeles Raiders weren't a team in turrJiqil, they were at least a team in
trouble. But Sunday afternoon, the
Raiders (3-4) looked mor~ like team
harmony, overcoming a ten point deficit before rolling to a 30·17 victory
agamst ille Atlanta Falcons (4-4) .
NFC East - The Arizona Cardinals
(2-5) knocked out quarterback· Troy
Aikman ·but co uld not knock off the
Dallas Cowboys (6-1), who extended
their mastery of the Cardinals with a
28-21 victory. Rodney Peete replaced
Aikman and threw two towchdown
passes that enabled DalJas to rally to
beat Arizona for the ninth consecutive
time. Michael Irvin had his best day of
the year catching five passes for 115
yards and two touchdowns. The win
enabled the Cowboys to hold on to sale
possession of fust place in the East.
NFC Central - Green Bay (3-4)

traveled to Minnesota (5-2) trying' to
get above the .500 mark for the fust
time this season. Minnesota had other
plans though. The defense came to
play for Pack but the offense could only
muster 158 total yards. In the end the
Minnesota Viking defense outplayed
the Packer defense by knocking out
Packer quarterback Brett Farve in the
first quarter and returning·a fumble for
a touchdown. They also held Green
Bay standout receiver Sterling Sharpe
to 3 catches for only 16 yards.
NFC West· Ricky Watters and the
S ~n fr~ncisco 4ger~ .poured it .on: in
besting the Buccaneers 41-16. Perhaps it was the sign hanging from a
railing , "We're thirsty, turn on the
Watters , " thai inspired the .4ger
runningback to burst loose for his best
game of the season. In the last three
games, the ninefs have outscored their
opponents 109-26. Trent Dilfer got his
fust professional start for the B ucs
replacing Craig Erickson at quarterback. He failed to get any points and
was replaced by Erickson in the fo urth
quarter. Erickson led them to their
only two scores on the Day.

pionship Game, convincingly won by
the Bills 30-13.
Runningback
Thurman Thomas, held to 25 rushing
yards in the teams' regular-season
game, gained 186 yards on 33 carries
(a 5.6-yard average) and scored 3
touchdowns.

Upcoming Game of the Week
The game to watch this week will
be when the Kans as City Chiefs travel
to Buffalo to take on the Bills . Buffalo
and Kansas City wi ll meet this week in
a rematch of last season's AFC Cham-

Week #8 Picks
upset
lock
GB(+2) Den(-2.5)
Hus
Mr.G Det(+2) GE!(+2)
Mia(+I) Buff(;2.5)
Fort
Hemp Det(+2) GB(+2)

NFL Challenge Week #7
Results of Week #7
GB(+4.5)
Mr.G:
Dal(·9.5)
Pitt (+1.5)
Rams(+3) ,
Hus:
Det(-3.5)
Pitt(+L5)
Fort:
Chi(+3.5)
' Rai( -4.5) ' .
Pitt(+1.5)
Rams(+3)
Hemp:
Dal(-9.5)
NYG(-1.5)

W
L
W
T
W
W
L
W
W
T
L
L

-

Standings
Hus
Mr.G
Fort
Hemp

W L
II 8
II
9
7 14
5 14

T
2
1
0
2

pts
24
23
14
12

close call
Ariz(ev)
Pitt(ev)
Pitt(ev)
Pitt(ev)

.
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Alcorn ,State's McNair Is "Hot Air-"
(Divisio n I mind you) in rushing yards

day, look for the Cornhuskers to walk
down the isle as the best team in col230, and in scoring per g ame at 16
legefootball,oryoucouldsay National
points percontesl Now, if you ask me, Champions.
In other important matchups this
I would have to say he is the best
college p layer in the country. Isn't that '· weekend, the Seminoles of Florida
the defmition of the Heisman Trophy?
State (5-1) will travel to the meet the
By the w ay, Colorado succ~ssfully
undefeated Duke Blue Devils (7-0),
remained undefeated' by outlasting
Joe Paterno and his Penn State Nittny
Kansas State. The Wildcats only had
L ions(6-0) visittheOhioStatecampus
one week to prepare for another topto take n on the Buckeyes (6-2 ), and
seeded opponent. L as t week they los t .Virginia Tech (7-1) will host the Hurto my # 1 Nebraska by the score o f 16ricanes from '~ e University of Miami
7 . The 'Cats seemed as though they
with their " record .
. might be able to beat the Buffa lo s on
Saturday ni ght. Color ado 's 'defense
Re
. Top Twenty
co ul d n 't stop K-State quarterback
r. .Ne
(8-0)
Cliad May and h is o ffense. May fi n2 . Pen
ate (6-0)
is hed tile ·game with nearly ·3 00 yards '
, 3 . A uburn (7 -0)
p assing and two touchdo\vns. The
4. Colorado (7 -0)
C olorado d efense fi nally anived at the
5 . Florida (5-1)
game late in the fourth quarter while
6. Alabama (8-0)
May had to sit o ut a series due to an
7. Mi ami (5- 1)
injury. Hi s backup didn't get the job
8. Texas A&M (7-0)
done and the ga me was basically o ver.
9 . Florida State (5-1 )
The Buffalos.impressively wo n 28-21,
10. Michigan (5 -2)
but they're no match for Nebraska.
II. T exas (5-2)
The Nebraska Cornhuskers contin 12 . A riz.on a (6- 1)
ued they're unbeaten streak withou t
13 . Syracuse t6-l)
Tommie Frazier. The Cornhuskers
14. Virginia Tech ('1--1)
took out their aggression on the ever15 . Utah (7 -0)
sorry- ever- crappy M isso uri T igers by
16. D uke (7-0)
the score of 42 -7. This weekend, Ne17. W ashington (5-2)
braska and Colorado face off for wh at
18 . Colorado State (7-1)
could be the Big Eight and National
19. Arizona (6-1)
.
Championships. If Salaam h as ail off20. Kansas State (4-2)

pergameatl75, t~talyardspergameat

Chris Reiter
Staff Wr iter

Steve McNair is already being proc laimed as this year's H e isman Trophy
Wi nner by m any of the co untry's top
sports -writers. First of all , no one
informed me that I was supp ose - to
submit my "wou ldn't vote for " Steve
"air" McNair ballot. Sure, his seatistics
are outstand ing , NCAA career leader
with 15,049 y ards, a 649 y ard singlegame record, a nd a tea m w ith a 6-2
team record (5-1 SWAC) . B ut, all of
tilese stats came from playi ng no name
eeams for ' the past four years . Steve
MeN air is simply full of hot air! Do you
really think he could post th ese same
numbers against the Division I powerho use s s uch as Oklahom a, No tre
D a m e, M iami (?), Michigan, Colo"rado , Nebraska, F lorida State, Auburn ,
or lllinios? I don'i'thi nk so ! Missouri
mi ght give him a good gam e.
.If you wanLto see someone w ho has
p os ted such statistics, go to Colorado
Un iversity and watch Ra sham Salaam .
He is the Buffalo's runningback and the
reason w hy they are undefeated at 7 -0.
Salaam is ranked first in the NCAA

a

The Hick's College Basketball Report
David Hicks

Staff Writer

College basketball is just around
the comer and I can already guarantee
one thing. There won't be a strike or a
lockout. College b ask etball is going to
begin as scheduled. So for all of yo u
NBA, NHL, and MLB fans out there,
NCAA bas ketball is where it's at.
The season doesn't start up ' fo r
another couple of weeks, but it is time
to get started with som~ predictions .
To start it off, it looks like A rkansas
m ight repeat. D oes anyo ne remember
UNLV back in 89 -90? W ell, here's
Arkansas witil its "lIO m inutes o f hell"
and the best 1-2 punch in the co un try.
All-American Corli ss W illiamson and
Duke's Sco tty T hurman. W ith no
weaknesses they look nearly unbeatable, sim ilar to that UNL V team that
fin ally los t it's.first game to D uke in the
Big Dan~e. Arka nsas might not go
unbeaten in the regular s~so n with
th e ir to ugh schedule, that beg ins wi th
UM ass, who beat North C arolin a as # 1
in .t.he preseaso n NIT. Umass, led by

their 1st ever All-American Lou, no,
sorry Dr. J wasn't an All-American, is
better and more experienced now so
watch 'f or them to be in the thick of
things all year long.
Other than UMass and Arkansas,
there are potential cbampions scattered througho ut the top 15. Yo u can
alway s count on Duke, North Carolina,
and Ke ntucky to be major contenders
along with Indiana, Syracuse, UCLA,
and Arizona. Rig ht now it looks like
either the AGC or SEC , bo th with 5 top
25 teams, will brin g the trophy hom e to
.their resp ective conference. These two
conferences are the stro ngest, from top
to bo ttom, they've been in a few years,
which is say ing a lot considering we're
talking about champions fro m the past
four seaso ns, but other tilan the previo usly mentioned teams, the A CC an d
SEC have 5 or 6 other teams th at have
possible All-A merican candidates and
could conte nd for their confere nce ti tle
and maybe the NCAA title.
Justa li ttle no te abo utthe B ig 8 . No
one o ut of the Big 8 will con tend, with
Kansas .coming o ut of the closet. Another thing for St. Louis U. fans, last
season w as th eir "ESPN Sportscenter
Highlight," don't expect a repeat per fo rm ance.

mCKS' PICKS:
It is still early to pick Final Four
teams, but I will, neserv ing the right to
alter the list at anytime during the
seaso n. Here are Hicks' Picks for the
Final Four: UMass, Duke, Arkansas,
and UCLA.
mCKS' TOP 22

I
2 ·
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
!O

II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

A,kansas
Um ass
Ken tu cky
UCLA
North Carolina
D UKE
W isconsin
Virginia
Arizona
C incinn ati
Indiana
Florida
Syracuse
Michigan State
Maryland
Al ab ama
Kan sas
U Con
Wake Forest
Villanova
C alifornia
Mississipp i State
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Wednesday, October 26 in SUB 's
annual Pumpkin Carving Contest!
Cash Prizes! Pumpkins are provided,
bring your tools and creativity to the
Puck from Ilam-3pm on Wed. Oct.26.
The National Shakespeare Company will be performing Julius Caesar
on Wednesday, October 26, at 7pm in
Leach Theatre. Free student tickets are
available at the cashier's window. Get
your ticket before it sells out!!
Comedian, Vince Champ will be
performing Oct. 27 at 8pm in the UCE
Cafeteria. Vince has performed on
Star Search, MTV, and A&E Comic
Strip Live.
This Saturday, October 29 is SUB's
annual Golf Tournament, at the UMR

6·2),~

t theH~.
or~~

y

Golf Course. The tournament will be a
2 man scramble with 9 holes of J?lay.
CASH PRIZES for 1st, 2nd, .a nd 3rd
places!!!!
Coming Friday November 4 "to
UMR, Restless heart, on of the biggest
country acts around today!!!! They are
four time grammy nominees and 1990
Country Music Vocal Group of the "
Year. Tickets on sale now at the ticket
window outside the bookstore. Student tickets are only $5(with student
ID) and public tickets are Sto.
The SUB movies this weekend are
The Shining and The Birds. The movies will be shown at 7 and 9pm respectively, Friday and Saturday night.

st. Pat's Works fO.r the Community
Ryan Fisher
Staff Writer
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Me Anything, the column that answers your questions

My Fellow Students,
Greetings, salutations, and the
like! Well, you might be wondering
where I was this past week (though no
one called or inquired as to my whereabouts). I was on the lam. See I
uncovered this really juicy story involving embezzlement and fraud, and a
government coverup of the highest order. I was living on the change I had left
over from the laundro-mat, dyeing my
hair, buying wigs, and changing motel
rooms like it was my job" .
Oh, if only it had happened that
way. At least in that scenario, I would
be well on my way to a Pulitzer, the bad
guys would all be in jailor eliminated
in a rather graphic manner. Unfonunately, that story has already been used
(and, simple that it is, made millions of
dollars for a "common-man" lawyer).
So by now - if you're still reading this
- I should tell you the truth so I can get
on with the story, but keep in mind it's
not for the faint-heaned. The score for
the last two weeks has been: Quizzes
·4, Tests - 2, Papers - 2, and homework
so voluminous it nears infinity. But,
that's all behind me for now, and I can
get on with the things I really like to do
. like dream of the day when I will be
out in the real world earning real

--

money".
Buton with the story, as you don't
tune in to read about me or the wacky
things that happen to me in a week
(wild as they may be). So, today our
topic is the new furniture in the
McNutt Hall common area. As many
of you who have classes in McNutt
know, there has been a new and bold
change to the common/study area. In
fact, jUdging by the queries I received
and then cranking them into my "Total
Students Interested or Concerned" formula, I figured there were quite a few
people interested in this event So, I
did what I thought was only right: I
went to investigate this. Before I get
st.ned, I must bring up two things: L)
I wish to thank a cenain 'Beavis' for
the leads and initially bringing this to
my attention, 2.) If you wish to withhold your name fro m publication,
that's just fine. However, I will not
pursue unsigned questions (it's just
something I choose to do).
So, on with the story".
I went over to the office of the Dean
of Mines and Metallurgy located at308
McNutt Hall and spoke with Joan
~ingley, an assistant to the Dean. According to Singley, when Dean
Saperstein took over last year, one of
his goals was to create a more hospitable environment for the st udents .

This included removing the yello w
study tables and chairs, adding soft
lounge-type seating, and adding glass
display cases. The decision was made
last year, the project was put on bid,
and the first of the furniture started
arriving a few weeks ago. The total
projecl has cost right around $14,100.
It was paid for out of a building equipment fund th at was set up after McNutt
Hall was constructed. This is the same
fund that goes to buy the lab and classroom equipment for the building. The
project is nearly complete, but there
are a few soft chairs that haven ' t arrived yet.
The yellow chairs th at were in the
commons have been retained for classroom use. The tables and chairs that
aren 't used directly will be placed in an
equipment reserve for special uses in
the building.
As for the color (bright red),
Singley stated that she wanted to
brighten up the commons, citing the
dark earthy tones throughout the building. She said that she has heard some
comments concerning the color, but '
chooses to judge success by the number
of students using the furniture. The
study chairs and tables also have special guards on their legs so they do not

see McNutt, page 15

Ao everyone knows, the main purpose
of the St. Pat's Committee is to make
s ure that UMR's St. Pat's Celebration is
the best it can possibly be, year after
year. For us to consider St. Pat's a
success, we feel it is necessary for
everyone involved to have the best time
they can possibly have. This includes
not only the students, but also out-oftown visitors, and the entire Rolla community as a whole.
We also take great effort in taking
care of the community year round. For
example, on October 16, the SI. Pat's
Committee continued its participation
in the Adopt-A-Highway program by

cleaning up, a two mile stretch of interstate 44. We have also just recently
participated in the annual Phelps
County Walk For Hunger in whiyh we
were able to raise a consider able
amount of money fo r charity. As a
matter of fact, we try to make sure that
we take part in every major cha. . ity
event that goes on in the Rolla ar"a.
As ide from charity we also take great
pride in Ollr extensive involvement ih
the annu al Christmas Parade for the
City of Rolla.
The SI. Pat's Committee will continue to show our support for the Rolla
community in any way we can as a
means of showing our gratitude for the
support we have received for the past
eighty-seven years.
On a side note, don't forget to get
your green because Christmas is coming soon, and the Best Ever is only 141
DAZEAway!!!!!!!!

1': ••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••

~

Last Lecture Series Continues.
United Ministries in Higher Education at the Wesley Foundation will
again sponsor the "Last Lecture,"
which will be given by Dr. W. Nicholas "Nick" Knight, an English professor at UMR. His lecture, titled, "Yes
Virginia,
There
Was
A
Shakespeare," will be presented at
6:00 pm on Nov.2. Wesley Foundation is located at 403 W.8th.
Campus and community are in• vited to attend the lecture after which
• refreshments will be served.
•
Dr. Knight did his undergraduate
• work at Amherst College and re: ceived his M.A, from the University
• of California-Berkley and his Ph.D.
• from Indiana University. He has also
: done Post Doctorate Studies at the
• University of London. From 1966 to
• 1975, he was assistant Professor at
• Wesleyan University in Connecticut,
~ond in 1975 came to UMR where he
~

was the Chairman of the Humanities :
Department from 1975 to 1983.
•
Dr. Knight has published books •
on Shakespeare, King Arthur, the·
Civil War, as well as drama, biogra- :
phy, poetry, short stories, and a.
novel.
•
The "Last Lecture" series happen:
each semester when UMR faculty are •
invited to speak as if it were the last.
lecture of their life. If that were the •
case, what would they like to say? :
What issues and concerns do they.
consider of paramount importance? •
United Ministries in Higher Edu- •
cation at the Wesley Foundation is:
supponed by the Christian Church.
(Disciples of Christ); the Presbyte-·
rian Church, USA; the United:
Church of Christ; and the Methodist.
Church. The campus ministry serves •
students of all denominations. F..J0
r•
more information, call 364-1061.

............................. .
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Spotlight on StuCo Committees:

$ Ifixt£rnal Jffunning $
The Student Council External Funding Committee recently approved
the budgets of the non-varsity sports and allocated money fur club
appropriations. For the 1994-1995 year the committee gave a fixed rate on hotel
rooms and mileage for travel that was approved.
There was $20,042 available for the five non- varsity sports. NonVarsity Sports are those sports that have intercollegiate competitions, but are not
large enough to be a varsity sport.
Water Polo
$3,000
Tae Kwon Do
$8,210
Trap and Skeet
$3,629
Rugby
$7,399
Volleyball
$1 ,960
This leaves a balance of two dollars.
There was $12,717.85 available for club appropriations. These are the
organizations that received some funding. No requests were honored for
banquets, parties, picnics, dinners or conferences.
Due to a ratio of
approximately four to one of funds requested to (unds available no computers
were supported either. Funded items varied from speakers to large equipment
items to items for new organizations, like In-Line Roller Hockey, to get them off
the ground. In general, organizations had to show that the items requested could
provide a benefit to some section of the whole campus.
Institute of Packaging Professionals
$4Q
MSM Spelunkers
$1 ,643 .75
$1'2
Society of Plastic Engineers
Rugby Club
$682.03
$716
Society of Automotive Engineers
ASEMlIIE
$30
National Society of Professional Eng $680.50
Newman Center
$630.75
American Society for Quality Control $50
Show-Me Anime
$270
Turkish Student Association
$96
HKNnEEE
$550
$737
Voices ofinspiratibn
College Democrats
$555
Omega Psi Phi
'$350
Intorcollegiate Bowling Club
$480
International Student Club
$180
Muslim Student.Association
$385
Society Hispanic Professional Eng
$35
$30
Society of Manufacturing Engineers
$720
Association of Black Students
In-Line Roller Hockey
$3,179
National Society of Black Engineers ' $514
Interfaith Christian Council
$75
This leaves $104.82 that will be added onto next semester's
available funds.
Finally, club appropriations applications will be available starting early
next semester for WS95 . If your organization has an equipment item or
programming event that is beyond your budget resources, come at the start of
next semester and fill out an application!

STUDENT COUNCIL NEEDS
UNAFFILIATED

REPRESENTATIVES!

If you are currently living off-campus,
and are not a member of any organization that
currently has a vote on Student Council, you
can apply to be an unaffiliated rep. You would
have a vote on Student Council, and be
responsible for representing the interests of
off-campus students. Call 341-4280 or e-mail

stuco@umr.edu for more information.

Campus Improvements
The Campus Improvements
Committee in Student Council is the
committee that deals with long term
improvement projects that are relevant
to the student body.
Our main
objective is to voice student views or
complaints. Then we resolve any
problems the student body has with
current and future campus facilities.
This semester we have been very busy
with several issues.
GREEN LIGHTS PROJECT This is a project currently getting
underway in which the university is
getting better, more efficient lighting
on campus. Because this lighting is
more efficient, using less energy, the
university will actually save money by
installing them. The students will see
a direct benefit from this because it
will increase the lighting on campus.
MULTI-PURPOSE
EXPANSION/IMPROVEMENTS We have been in contact with the
Athletic Director Mark Mullin to

discuss the progress and changes in
the building plans and alternatives to
the use of the building wh ile it is
closed.
At the last meeting the
construction was on schedule and the
only changes in plans were the
addition of a squash and another
racquetball court.
As far as
aiternatives are concerned the only
service not provided at this point are
the racquetball courts but there is
currently a proposal in the works that
will give students a discount on court
rentals at Vessel's.
LA TE NIGHT STUDY AREA C urrently there is a room in the
Math/Computer Science Building,
MlCS 205, open 9pm to 7am on
weekdays and 24 hours on weekends.
WOMEN'S RESTROOMS Earlier this semester, in response to
complaints, we investigated the
number of womenls restrooms
compared to the number of mens in
the buildings on campus. We found

BlJtes~ BlJtes~
Have you ever been an officer in a
student organization? Do you have
3.5" floppies strewn allover the place,
with word processing files .... using 5
different word processors? Have you
ever wished you could just store these
files in one place year after year, or
that everyone in your organization
would use the same software for
meeting reports? Well now, you can!
Thanks to the efforts of Student
Council's
Computer
Advisory
Committee, there is now 1.2
Gigabytes of hard drive space on the
campus network available for
recogni zed student organ izat ions!
You can access it from ANY computer
on campus, and store all of yo ur fi les
in the same place! You can even get
separate accounts for all of yo ur
officers!
If yo u are wondering where to get
started on getting your own disk
space, Lhere is an app lication available
on Mosaic and the world wide web
that yo u can Ii II out. If yo u do n't
know ho w Lo access that yet. e-mai l

that Civil and EE both on ly had one
restroom for three floors. We are now
looking into the best possible solution
to this problem.
UNlVERSITY CENTER EAST
IMPROVEMENTS
We are
discussing the possibility of putting
fast food in UCE. In order to do this
some service would have to be taken
out. Another idea discussed was
connecting the two university center
buildings.
This is only the tip of the iceberg!
If you would like more information on
our projects, or would like to propose
a new project that our committee
should look into, you can contact us
by Email at stuco@umr.edu, or by
calling the office at 341-4280. The
chair of the Campus Improvements
Committee
is
Jason
Hansen
Gmhansen@umr.edu)and the assistant
chair
is
Bob
Kossina
(kossina@umr.edu).

and More BlJtes!!

stuco@umr.edu, and we will give you
the details.
We will still have to
check and see that you aren't lying and
really want to use the disk space so
you an'd your girlfriend can do their
Mech E Mat lab. Anyway, here are
the details we'd need:

Amount oj disk space needed:
Most requests are between 1-20
Megabytes.
Make your best
guesstimate. If you feel like you need
more than 20 Megabytes, there is a
place on the application where you
can explain yo urself.
Name, Organization Name, Phone
Number, Personal E-mail address,
Organizational
E - mail
Address:
All the usual stuff that peo ple use
to get in touch with you. By the way,
we did say organi zational e-mai l
acco unt!
This can be a good
comp lement to the disk space; and
also, if yo u are just looking fo r a way
to set up an mailing list to all of yo ur

members, this can be helpful. Just go
to the Computing Services office in
the Math-Computer Science Building,
and they can give you more details on
getting an organizational ' e-mail
account.
Technical Support:
The Computer Advisory Committee
of Student Council has members
trained in managing accounts, their
access, and other administrative
computer stuff that can be annoying at
times. You can do the technical
support yourselves, also - but having
Student Council do it can save time
and allow you to concentrate on your
organizational work, especially if your
organi zation is fairly small.
Like we said earlier, you can email stuco@umr.edu or call the office
if yo u have any questions. If you
want to cut down on clutter in yo ur
organization's office (or you r
president's living room, as the case
may be), don't let computers scare
you!

~---------------------------------------------------r
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Pizza & Steak
House·
121 Howard Johnson Drive· Rolla, MO

364-0517
We Serve Daily Specials
Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner

• Pizza Specials •
2 Medium One Topping Pizzas
2 Large One Topping Pizzas

$8 90
$11 90

·oro
Buya Large Pizza at regular price and get a

6 Pack Absolutely FREE
Pepsi of Diet Pepsi
Dille ill or Carry Out· For De livery add $1.00

10% off with Student ID on Reg. Priced Items
weakly and daily specials

Try Our Specialties
Pizza • Steak • Gyros· Souvlaki· Lasagna • Spaghetti • Salads

~
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403

just'

368-

Daily Special
BUY ONE FOOTLONG. GET ONE FREE
with purchase of 220z. soft drink

12" COLD COMBO OR MEATBALL SUB
FOR ONLY

$2.79 plus lax

BUY ONE FOOTLONG. GET ONE FREE
with purchase of 220z. soft drink
AFTER 3 : 00 P.M .
f_s.._bt~~01"" ."

"Why ... yes ... thank ... you ... I ... would ...
like ... a ... knuckle ... sandwich."

CREATE YOUR OWN VALUE MEAL
add chips and medium soda
FOR ONLY $1.00 plus lax

FREE COOKIE WITH
ANY SUB PURCHASE

(
ADD DOUBLE MEAT FOR
$1 . 00 plus tax

Clin
KID'S PAKS
. 99<1: plus tax
with any sub purchase

HOT 0000 IN CCIoIBlNAnON WITH N-IY OTHER OfFER
LMnDTlME~L'f

Try<

" I told you guys to slow down and take it
easy or something like this would happen."

. IF 1lIE HIGH cosrs OF COllEGE
HAVE GOT YOU DOWN,
AIM HIGH wrrn AIR FORCE ROT<;:'
College costs have never been known to go down.
But efforts to pay for your education can get a big
boost with Air Force ROTC. In fact, you may be eligible
to compete for a full scholarship that will pay full college tuition, textbooks, fees and $100 each academic
month.
That's just Qne of the benefits available to those who
Aim High. You'll also combine the lessons of leadership
with your college degree to begin an outstanding career.
From the day you join the Air Force, the advantages
continue to muliiply. Upon graduation, you'U wear the
gold bars of an Air Force officer - and you'll discover
the prestige and respect given to proven leaders. And
the kind of opportunities available to no other graduate
wili be open to you.
It's your future, your scholarship, your decision.
Choose Air Force ROTC today.
Cali 341 - 6541 or stop by 203 Harris Hall

Leadership Excellence Starts Here

"N ow wait a minute .... He said two jerks
meant 'mo re slack' and three meal1t 'come
up' ... but he never said nothin' about one
long, steady pull. "

Any,

Dian
Lewi
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Chuck's Corner Barber Shop
403 W. HWY72
just west of Johnny's
368-2744
Haircuts $6.00
Style Cut $8.50

hours: 7-7 Tue-Fri
7-5 Sat
till Nov. 15th all cuts
$5.00 with Student ID!

Jerry's RIC Models ~
1005 North Pine
/"-'
368-5452

FUNQRAISING

Choose from 3
different fund raisers
lasting either
3 days or 7 daya.
No Investment Earn $.~$$ fo
your group plus personal
cash bonuses for yourself.
For details. call:

* Experience with black and womens hair also

Page 13

Wanted! !!
Individuals and Student Organizations
to Promote SPRING BREAK '95.
Earn substantial MONEY and FREE
TRIPS. CALL INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS
1-800-327-6013

1·800-93Z.o528, Ext. 65

P R INC I P L E S of

so U i\I D

·R E T IRE MEN TIN \' EST I N G

~C Plane~, Boats, Cars
Special Orders No Problem!

Cheerleading Tryouts!
Clinic Dates:
Oct. 31 - Nov. 3
6-8 PM
Miner Rec. Building
. Tryouts:
Nov 4 '
5:30PM
Miner Rec. Building
Any Questions? Call
Diane at 368-4652 or
Lewis at 341-9489.

UNFORTUNATE~

Must Attend At
Least Three Clinics
to Tryout!! .

TIDS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

E

very year, a lot of people make a
huge mistake on their taxes. They
don't take advantage of tax deferra l and
w ind up sending Uncle Sam mon ey they
could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately , that 's a mi stake yo u ca n
easily avoid w it h TIAA-CREF SRAs.
SRAs not on ly ease yo ur c urrent taxbite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to b uild retire me nt income-especially
for the ."ext ras" that your r egu lar pens ion
and Social Security b e ne hts may not
cover. Beca use yo ur con trib utions a re
made in before-tax dollars, yo u pay less
taxes now. And since a ll earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well , the
Benefit "OW fro'"

tax

money yo u don't send to Wash ington
wo rks even harder fo r yo u. D own t he
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality of life.
What else ma kes SRAs so s pec ia l?
A range of a llocation c hoi.ces--'from the
guaranteed sec urity of TI AA to the diversihed in vestm e nt acco unts of
CREF.'s var iabl e a nnuity - a ll backed
by the nation's nu~ ber one retireme~t
system.
Why wr ite off t he c hance for a more
r ewarding re tire me nt ? Call today a nd
learn more about how T IAA-CREF
SRAs can help yo u e njoy ma ny
happy re turns.

dej",-ral. Call ou,' SRA hotline 1 800-842-2733, ext. 8016.

_Ensurin,g the future
for those who shape it:"
CREF ((r/~f{j'oll(,( ,I ff (IUfriloU/fll ",II TltlA·CREF /I/IH"II/un/ /J1/(111I,ftdu(jlllllJl Sm.·ia,t, FoJf

m,I,.,. n!fllp/tlt illj.WIWli4J",

mill ,V(I(I.U]·liJJ, (.\'/. 8016 ,(.1(11 pfll.'p(('lw. RtaJlbr pNJpulUJrarrjully ht!(lrt y,'u j""(,I1

inrluJ/"." rbIJtyu anJ (..,WflJU,

tit .ftn(1m<lluy.
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4. SJef>veless coats

ACROSS
1. flnt man
5. TeliDis strob
8. ScI. (ourst (abbr .)

12. ratbu
13. Aoau
14. fcmalt a p~Uado ll
15. Ireland (poetJc)
16. Born

17. City In

RwsI.

18.In1tAtt
10. Usual
22. Co ntinuous mark
24. Rhenlum symbol
15. Cloth cap
28. Soatcb
30. Ha'
33 . WOt' Is me
34. Total
35. Skin OptnJoi
36. AkonoUc drink

37. Time past
38. Logical arrangement
39. 16tb Grttk leller
4(1, Walk In wa ter
42 . Slow down
46. N«d
SO . Of'dArt
51. Past
53. T hought
54. Sesa me plants

55. Debet
56. [ auxeUc

ptl"!OD

57. I....ftward
SS. Ever (poelk)
59. Building wi ngs

DOWN
I. Eumioe
2. C ballenge
3. Mine en trance

5. Clotb
6. Mined mineraJ
1. Ve rb
8. Love
9. Standard; model
10. Space
11. G~ater beigbt
19. Illuminated
21. Sphere
23. Provide witb income
25. Sack
26 . - - W hitney
27 . Sped away on foot
29. Paid annnuncement (iof.)
30 . Fish
31. Verb
32. Eac h
34. Silver sy mbol
35. Hold position of authority
37. A tmospb ere
38. Poem
39. Description of sen tence
pa."
4 1. Lo"e
42 . - - Rala
43. Bad
44. Tele" i.sion (sla ng)
45. Lady
47.lmaa e
48. Flshlr.a rod
49 . Hearina ofia os
52. FrtSh watu fish

see Solutions, page 15

5. Ve rb
6. Clry in Portugal (aJ rport
code)
7. Che~
8. Without music
9. One who is In charge

10. HOK
11.
16.
18.
20.
22.
25.
21 .
29.

31.
33.
J5.
36.
38.

39.
42.

ACROSS
1. Wi th out much lia ht
4. Pallid
8. [Ie-c tric current (abbr. )
11. - - Rsnger
12. A mo na
13 . Lake in China
14. Used ~fore vowels
IS. C hild 's game
17, Malaysian skirt
19. S«d
21 . Snooze
23. Impersonal supernatural
force
24. Snare.
26. O ld horse
28. Call on intercom
30. Dtcay
32. Po ke
34. Allow

35. Near
37. S tro ng
40. Radium symbol

41 .
43.
44 .
46.

Color
Hobo
S ummer goa l

52.
54 .
56.

Asp<n

4S. Irate
SO. Speed
53. Lion's hair
55: Soak
57. Sweet potato
58. Behave nervo usl)'
60. Ze ro (slang)
62. Mid "" esfcrn slale (ab br .)
63. Dlne-d
64 .
66.
68 .
69.
70 .

45 .
47.
49.
51.

Shorl road
Assist
N umber
BridXe
East ern sl.lIte (a bb r."

DOWN
I. On(' who "h'es
2. Prepositio n
3. Introduced
4. Hti th en

Only o ne left
Wo rd before vowel
Knock lightly
Co nflict
Night clothes
Pea con tai ner
C haller
71h Greek leiter
Bath
KJod o f sandwi ch (a bbr. )
Craft
Wood pest
Alcoholic be'Yerage
Hea ring' organ
Pul 10 sleep
No 'Yote
Sc hoo l subj .
Twelve
Desert a nimal
Send out
Wlggl)' fish
16th Greek letter

58,0_

~

59, SpllOI
6] . Cu.shlon
6.5 . Sodium s)'mbo l
66 . Verb.

UnIDn']~
Iutill!

sented>~l
wimthe'
pIIformin
formanc,

and lhealf

Greg Lon

C<pl loil<
tnancemo
isd/noled
the play's
Jutius
<aulictinl
oyally,ar
~eas p'n

!heroune
bean of ~

blt~ Rom

ooMsatril

and
h"/S ~b

b<Jnor

l' assumil
IIIlssinati

~"'es, 1

IDibitiousl
t1I ~i1h,

m.teIy, hi
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The New and Improved Miner Music Review
daryl andershock
Sta ff Writer

Kansas City SymDhony Derforms at Leach Theater

7

The superb talent of the musicians
in the Kansas City Symphony teamed
with
Conductor
William
McGlaughlin' s keen wit anej humorous story telling abilities made this
probably one of the most memorable
performances I have seen at Leach
Theater iand I see "!'my of them'considerin g r m !he sOllnd technician
there!).
One comment ~ade by William
i\lcGlaughli~
hat 'retty much sums
Ip the ewr.t- was th"t we at the University of Missol!.I-Rolla are exrre~,ely lucky to ha\'e such an excellent
sounding th ,~ter ("uditorium acoustiCS teamed WIth the outstanding and
underrated talent cf the SOUND
guy ... ), and the Kansas City Symphony
commenced to filling the tileater with
their beautiful music. William said
tiJat he has conducted in many theaters
and this was by far one of the best!

They
per. formed in a sold
out house. If you
didn't have tickets you missed a
fun filled night for
everyone. Not
only did you miss
the sy mphony,
yo u also missed
" casual night" at
the theater - absolutely no ties alTher e
lowed!

were

peanuts,

popcorn (both free
of charge), and
BEER (ah, now
there is a temporary solution) being served at
LEACH! As a
matter of fact, it
was so casual that all of the technicians
got to wear shorts (everybody that is
except the "Princess." I think that the
Chief thought Olat if ~e Princess were
to expose her legs, it might be hazardous to the health of some of our "blue
hair" customers!)
The score for the n~ght consisted of
selec'tions from Romeo and Juliet (I
wond!'r if William McGlaughlin chose

these for o ur esteemed Professor
Knight?) by various cOlJlposers. We
heard arra ngements by Diamond,
Berlioz, and Tchaikovsky, as well as
selections from "West Side Story," by
Berstein . William McGlaughlin
claimed Berstein to be possibly the
gr;atest composer of our ti me. There
was support for this concert from the
Missouri Arts Council.

Violent Fl'mmes and new old
times a
Sissippi Nights
The Violent Femmes were in SI.
Lo uis on Tuesday and Wednesday
touri ng in supportof their re~nt album
" New Times." I was looking around at
the sold o ut crowd in Miss issippi
Nights tryin g to get some kind of

feeling for the overall age of the people
there (it was an all ages show), "lld not
surprisingly it seemed that mos~ple
were In therr mld- to late-twenU~s,. bilt
there was a fair show of pimple poi>~
ping high school kids there. Yeah, I
know, we were the crowd that was in
high school when they came out.
That's why there were so many of us
there, I had a flashback to that one
party in high school where the Violent
Femmes were blasting away on the
stereo , beer was everywhere, and
sweet sweet smells filled the air. Oh
wait, that smell is here, too! I better
track that one down; it's gotta be some
skunk .
Blister in the Sun and Cowboy
Death Song were among the opening
numbers performed by the Femmes. I
think one of the things that annoys me
the most about a concert is when the
sound is so loud that all you hear is
distortion. But that wasn't the case
here. TIley were real tight and had
great sound. They played some of their
vintage music for about an hour, then
slipped into their newer stuff. They
eventually brought out two guest musi. cians p laying ho rns for about fo ur
songs. Oh, and by the way, I swear I
didn't inhale when I caught up to it!

OUR (3~7V ~RATI07V

I

Today , I would like to talk aboutleting go of yourself, bllt yet still having control.
Have you ever become so down about something that you become upset and you don't wan/to do anything? Has
something been eating away at your insides? Well, my generation, is the presriptionfor symptoms - go nuts. Have a good
time with whatever your doing, and just let go. Let out all the stress, and focus only on what you need to do now, not the
bad occurances going on around YOIl or your problems.
lfyou can let go once in a while , it will help you become sane. Maybe you keep your sanity by shrieking to ,,:,usicload,
maybe by flInning asfar as you can possible run, or maybe its throwing fruit into everyone's rooms--whatever It mlghl be,
~et it alit ofyollr system. Then, come back revitalized, ready to start anew.
Sincerely,
Lawerence Sykes

(a1Il'Orl

EXCEL Continues to Expand
Excel is preparing for its sixth semester here at UMR and is expanding
each year. Ten workshops offered in
the late afternoons and early evenings
can be found in the course guide for
next semester.
Excel is a program that provides
students a time and a place to gather
with other classmates and study. The
works hops are overseen by a student
facilitator who works with a department fac ulty member to plan activities.
The activities are designed to increase
understandin g of the materi al.'

bbr.)

The workshops also help in the
developm" nt of communication skills,
wh ich are important for success in
technical fields. By worki ng with
other students, the participant learns to
communicate in a group environment.
This is helpful for upper level classes
and jobs where teamwork is eS5ential.
Excel workshops can be found in
the course guide under EXCEL. They
will be offered in Math 4-6, Math 8,
Math 21 , Math 22, Chem 3, Phys 23,
and Phys 24.
•

Solutions
" ,,, .,,,,, ...#1, ............ ,

Life

from page 7

have actually don~ your hair for the
first time since leaving high school.
Well, folks, that's itfornow. I hope
you all have a spiffily creepy Halloween arid eat a miniature Snickers or two
for me, okay? SwelL See ya' next
time!

!!!!BOO!!!!
On Sunday October 30, TJHA is
sponsoring its annual "Trick-or-Treat
at TJ." Everyone is encouraged to
bring their school-aged children to
trick-or-treat through the residence
hall. Groups will be escorted from the
TJ South Lounge beginning at 7 :00 pm
and ending at9:00'pm. Have a fun and
safe Halloween at TJ!

from page '14
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McNutt from page 7
scratch the tile floor like, previous furniture. The glass cases in the commons
are to exhibit minerals and to advertise
the mineral museum on the first floor.
This will also help in the effort to start
bringing in the remaining minerals that
are scattered in buildings around campus .
Other projects in the works include
placing glass display cases on the walls
for other mineral exhibits and phasing
out the wood benches that line the
perimeter of the commons . Afterplans
are drawn up, the project will go outon
bid.
When r asked Singley if any students were consulted or polled before
this plan was initiated, she said no, but
that the furniture would also be used
for other events such as Parent's Day
and banquets. She did say that as a part
of Dean Saperstein's plan to improve
conditions for students, "he holds an
Open House in 305A every Wednesday
at 4pm where all comments and suggestions are welcome.
Well, I hope I've answered all the
questions. I've tried to regurgitate
everything I learned at the interview.
So, that's all for Olis week. Nex t
week I 'll be back and with all kinds of
fun and excitinft things. And, as if
you' re not tired of seeing it, my address
is janson@umr,edu

.. i-i·

.' J.
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UMR Swint Team Begins Quest For Thircf Straight MIAA.Championship
will make a positive impact on the
younger swimmers on this team."
The national qualifiers that return
to the Miner squad this season are
senior Dik!ln Rendic (Spli~ Croatia),
an All.-American performer in the 100butterfly las t season and one of the top
competitors in the sprint freestyle
events for UMR, and sophomore Bill
Unzioker (Decatur, IU.), who competed in four events at nationals.
UMR appears to be in good shape
in the sprint freestyle events where
Rendic stood out last year. The Miners
also return John Mikrut (Hickory Hills,
ilL ) and should get contributions from
a pair of freshmen , Eric Jelinek
(Bar.desville, Okla.) and Ryan Uptmor
(Oklahoma City, Okla.). However, the
distance freestyle events are more of a
question mark heading into the season.
The top candidates for those spots
include Unzicker and two returning
squad members who have performed
well in the pre-season -- Brad Cozad
(Bartlesville, Okla.) and Jeff Winslow
(Topsham, Maine). Cozad was also a
finalist las t year in the 500-yard
freestyle at the regional meet.
One place the Miners appear to be
in good shape starting the year is in the
breaststoke, where three regional finalists return and will be joined by

UMR Swimming
News Source

Is a three-peat in the offering for the
University of Missouri-Rolla swimming team in the 1994-95 season?
That question won't be officially answered until February, but head coach
Mark Mullin began preparing the response this past Saturday when the
Miners opened the season at home
agains t Millikin University.
The two-time Mideast Regional
Champs will havemostoftheindividuals responsible for those titles back this
season, but there are some holes to fill
according to Mullin.
"We do have a couple of areas
where we are lacking right now and
someone needs to step up and fill those
spots," Mullin said. "But we do return
two swimmers who competed at nationals last year and have a lot of depth,
and the experience this team has will
help quite a bit."
"These individuals know the value
of hard work and what it will do at the
end of the season," Mullin said. "They

(

Justin Ferguson

UMR Swim Team looks for it's third strai g ht MIAA
Championship during the 1994-95 season.
Uptrnor and Tyler Christensen (Rolla,
Mo.). Wade Haggstrom (Zionsville,
Ind.), one of the more consistent performers on the team over the past two
years, Ed Midden (Springfield, Ill.),
and Jay Meyers (Raytown, Mo~ ) all
made the final in these events in 1994.
The top two members of the Miner

backstroke team, Rob Hagan
(Ketchikan , Alaska) and Pete
Baumstark (Chattanooga, Tenn.) will
be joined by Jelinek to possibly make
this on of the stronger events this season.
And while the sprint butterfly appears to be in solid condition with

Rendic, Brantlt Modlin (Greencastle,
Ind.) and Mark 'Munoz (Marshall,
Mo.), the 200-fly positions are up in the
air. The Miners have been hurt here
somewhat with an inj ury to senior
David Cadoff (Gaithersburg, Md.),
who will be amo ng th"- candidates to
fill a spot here.
A total of six swimmers should
help score points in the individual
medley even ts, with Bau mstark,
Hagan, Haggstrom, and Jelinek competing for spots in the 100-Individual
Medley, Unzicker, a national qualifier
in the 400-Individu al Medley, and
Cozad taking part in the longer races.
"I think this will be a good championship team," Mullin said. 'We could
have some problems in dual meets
until we get some people settled in
their positions. Our focus is getting
people ready for the regional (sheduled
for February 16·18 in S1. Peters, Mo.)
' and getting them in places where they
can score best at that meet. This gi-oup
has worked hard in the ."" ·season and
we are excited about starting the season at hom e Sa turd ay." Mullin
stressed before Saturday's opening
meet.

The next opponent for the UMR
swimmers will be Oct. 29 at Washington University in St. Louis .

UMR ' Mens's Soccer Update - Roller 'C oaster Season

~

Men's Soccer
New Source

The Miners los\ a pair of conference games last week, 5-2 to Missouri
Southern and 4-0 to Northeast Missouri State, dropping their record to 48-1 ( 1-3 in the MIAA) and leaving
them in the position of having to win all
of their remaining contests to finish at
.500.
UMR and Southern were tied at
two midway through the second half,
before tlje Lions exploded for three
goals in the final 20 minutes of play to
get the win. Josh Castor and Andy
Jenkins had the UMR tallies.
The Miners were held to seven
shots last Saturday, yet stayed in contention against Northeast until the
Bulldogs scored three times in the last
13 minutes.
.
UMR scored a 5-0 shutout against
St. Joseph's College on Saturday at the
Miner Soccer Field . In the gaJl1e,
Kevi n Marks tallied a hat trick, while
goalie Phil Hahn ~ade 13 saves to
preserve the victoty.With the victory,
the Miners move to 6-8- 1 overall.
The Miners are s~hedul~d' to play
Tuesday, traveling to Jefferson City to
~incol n University at 7pm.

I

UMR Men's soccer standout Jim Chapman kicks the Miner
attack Into high gear. The Miners drilled St. Joseph's 5-0 last
Saturday at UMR.

Men's soccer player Matt Worhoover looks over his options as
the St. Joseph defenders close i n. ·.UMR moved to 6-8-1 on the
season with the vlctorx Saturday. "
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Angela Passanise

.

Staff Writer

The Lady Miner Soccer Team fell
short this week after losing twice to
two top ranked teams. UMR's overall
record fell to 11-5-1 after the two
losses, a win, and a tie this past week.
Last Saturday UMR drew a tie
against top ranked Northeast Missouri
State. In the first half UMR was on top
after Amber Fischer scored from
Natalie Sanders's assist. The Lady
Miners held NEMO scoreless until
. there was approximately ten minutes
left in the game. There was a break
down in the defense that allowed
NEMO to score taking the ga~e into
overtime. Both teams remained scoreless and this resulted in the first tie on
the Lady Miners record. Rachel Lewis
played outstanding making several
geeat. saves which allowed UMR to
stay in the game.
On October 16, UMR faced Quincy
College, the number one team in the
region. The Lady Miners were scoreless the entire game. The team had
some chances to put the ball away but

,

Aran Shawso

Natalie Sanders and Sorena JagUanl try to ge! the b.al rolling
for the Lady Miners against St. Joseph's College.

Carrie Eyerkuss uses some fancy ball handling skills
a Westminster defender In the Lady Miner victory.

failed to do so . The defense made some
mistakes that were irreversible allowing scoring opportunities for Quincy.
Quincy's skill level was a step up from
UMR and around this time of year
numbers are down. Freshman defensive player, Tammi Bowman is out for
the season with a stress fractllre and ,
several other players are not up to par
because of injuries. The final outcome
of the game was 0-3.
At the homegame on Wednesday,
UMR ro!led over Westminster by a
score of? -0 gaining a win and breakiri.g

against top ranked SI. Joseph's College. After a scoreless first half,
Natalie Sanders scored on a penalty
kick within two minutes of the second
half. The penalty kick was rewarded
because of the offensive foul on Amber
Fischer. SI. Joseph's rallied one
minute later to tie up the game and then
got the tie breaker at the 76:42 mark.
UMR offense missed several opportunities to win the game . Coach
Swanbeck said," I still feel like the
girls are playing well even though
numbers are down because of injuries.

a record. The team played excellant
together putting to gether several
passes and playing with a high level of
skill . The seven goals were scored by
the following; I. Carrie Eyerkuss,2Natalie Sanders, 4-Amber Fischer, and
I-Stephanie Ingalls. Stephanie putthe
Lady Miners over the top of scoring
record when she sailed the ball through
the air and into the net with approximately 15 minute.s left in the game.
The 1994 team has 64 goals.
On Parents' Day the Lady Miners
were defeated by the score of 1-2

The
Ions as
onthe

holidays
can be
draining
for us,
too.

+

American
Red Cross

fjive blood again. It will be felt for a

I am looking forward to having the best
season this school has ever seen by
breaking the 12 game record. "
The Lady Miners will be playing
away this Wednesday in SI. Louis
wh'en they battle Washington University. UMR will play their last two
games at home on Thursday against
Lewis University and on Saturday
against William Wood. Please come
out and support the Lady Miners in
attempt to break the school win record.

(
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Science

from pageJ

dropped drastically in recent times.
These disciplines had sJlecial stature
and were usually looked upon as glamour fields in which the men and women
were regarded as having outstanding
• minds, and students competed vigorously to gain entrance to these disciplines. Why do current students lack
the drive to enter these fields?
Matb and Sciences are too
Difficult
• Students are often discouraged,
even at an early age, from pursuing
math and science if they receive poor
grades in those subjects. Poor grades
often res ult from inadequate textbooks
and class lectures th at fail to help students grasp the essential concepts. As

a consequence, s tudents become
"turned off, " and they dismiss the
maths and science subjects with such
fashionable announcements as "that's
not for me", "not my thing", "too much
work, no fun ", "who needs all this?"
Textbooks
• Textbooks are rarely written for
the 'level that s tudents can grasp
readily. .They are usually written by
professionals who have an insight in
the subject matter that is not shared by
students. Explanations are often written in an abstract manner with involved concepts which leave student
confused when trying to understand the
principles to be learned. The explanations offered are not sufficiently detailed and extensive to take into account the wide range of applications

and different aspects of the principles
being studied.
Te~chers

• Teachers in math and science,
although know ledgeable, often themselves lack the skills to convey an
understanding of the difficult concepfs
to students and clarify the contents of
the texts. There is also a severe s hortage..of math and science teachers for
elementary and high school levels. A
young student can become easily and
permanently dis couraged by a poor
teacher in' math or science.
Problem Solving
• Math and Science can usually be
learned only by doing exercises i~
which problems are solved. It is here in
problem solving, where students often
become discouraged by not being able
to solve the problems they are expected
to tackle. It is not uncom mon for
students to spend hours reading and rereading pages in their textbook that
apply to a problem to be solved, and
still not be able to solve the problem.
Parents
• Parents who should provide inspiration to their children may fail to do
so. Often they do not instill in their
children a desire to excel in their studies and to strive for scholastic achievement They do not provide enough
guidance or spend sufficient time with
their children to ge nerate real interest
and enthusiasm abo ut math and the
sciences.
• Whereas parents have often be-

come busy with their own careers and
daily responsibilities, they nevertheless need to find the time to do more in
getting their children away from in
front of the television and into more
productive learning activities.
• Differences between Math,
Science, and Engineering
For those who are not certain of the
differences between math, science,
and engineering or technology, there
are no standard definitions for these
terms.
Simply put, however, mathematics
is a tool used by scientists to discover
and understand physical principles or
relationships that are often expressed
in rather abstract form.
Engineers or technologists design
and construct equi'pments that make
practical lise of these.principles for the
benefit of mankind, often taking into
acco unt practical co~t factors as well.
For example, Einstein, working as
a scientist, discovered physical relationships governing the universe by
using mathem atics. He expressed
these relationships in such abstract
forms that for many years only a few of
his colleagues could understand them.
Making practical use of these principles and relationships, engineers and
technologists then designed and constructed the physical equipmeni, such
as space exploration vehicles and communication satellites that make low
cost telephone service possible.

What we can an d cannot do
[n searching for the answer to the
question, "how can we attract more
students to math and the sciences?", we
can assum e that we will probably not
be able to persuade students to reduce
their TV viewing time, 'nor will we be
able to modify the habits and behavior
of parents within a reasonable time.
[t is equally improbable th at we'can
quickly create a new generation of
teachers who possess all those qualities that will generate ' new student
interests to enter math and the sciences.
[t is also unlikely that improVed
textboqks will appear on the horizon to
meet the requirements. Numerous
texts are continuously written in each
subject, with each text intended to be
the answer to students' (and teachers')
prayers, but never quite achieving that.
Until these rather long-range issues can be resolved, however, there
are some steps we can take for the near
future:
Students can be helped tow ard
greater progress by including in their
learning diet, a generous amount of
illustrations on how pr~blems related '
to selected topics are solved. If such
illustrations provide detailed explanations on how to approach given problems and how to think through the
various steps involved in the solutions,
students c an grasp the subject matter
quicker and easier.
Through the illustrations student

gain a deep understanding of how to
solve problems in a given subject.
T his results in achieving better grades
at school and improved performance
when the students practice their professions laler on.
Once a student is able to solve
assigned problems within a reasonable
period of time, he/she will not need to
agonize, often fo r hours, over how to
find the solution to a single problem.
The student will then gain self-confidence and actually enjoy math and
science. The key is learning how to
solve problems.
In recognizing these conditions,
vario~s problem solving study guides
have been developed in the form of
books, videos, and computer software.
Books are preferred by many because
they contain greater detail, and it is
easier to study and learn complex material from a printed page. Some selected study guide books are fllied with
numetous worked-out examples that
are much more .in-depth and tutorial '
that those found in a textbook. These
study guides take the student "by the
hand" and guide him or her step-bystep through intricate problem . solutions. Such books help student save a
large amount of time and a great deal of
frustration from being unable to solve
assigned problems.
Separate study guides are available
at bookstores in almost every math and
science/engineering subject, as well as
for other fields of study.
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Method , PRESCREEN
Interview Date: 11 / 11

Mr Arden Kleinsasser ,

Oegree Level : B
Maj ora:
Grad "Dates :

Minimum GPA:

2 . 000

CER MECH CHE
0594 1294

Citizenship : US / Perm
Position Available:

Shift

JAMES RIVER CORPORATION

Method , OPEN SIGN-UP

1 Better Way Road

Interview Date: 11 / 30

Milford , OH

Production

Supervisors.

Mechani c al

Engrs ,
Technical. Development Engrs I & Process Engrs .
Position Locations : Victorvi~le, CA, Olathe, KS
Deadline for submitting resumes :

&

Cinnaminson, NJ

45150

Attn: Ms . Jane Johnson, Human Resources Speci alist
Degree Level: B M
Minimum GPA : 2 .00 0
Majors :
CHE MECH EMAN ELEC
'It
Grad Dates:
0594 1294 0595
Citizenship: US / Perm
Position Available : Manufa c turing / Engineering Associat e
Position Location : Nationwide
SIGN-UP DATE : October 27
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Method , PRESCREEN

714 Old Ballas Road
Interview Date: 11 / 17
Creve Coeur, MO 63141
"Attn : Mr . Jeffrey Snyder, c / o Bradford & Galt, Inc .
Degree Level: B M
Minimum GPA : 3 . 150
Majors :
CMPS
Grad Dates : 0594 1294
Citizenship ,

US/Perm

Position Available : Computer Programmin g
Position Location : St . Louis
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 31

DOLESE

Metho d , PRESCREEN

Method , PRESCREEN

17 0 0 N. 1 3th St ree t
In t e rv ie w Date: 11/08
Rogers. AR 72756
Attn: Mr. Le e Rosser , HUman Resou r ce s Adm .
De gre e Level : B
Mi n imum GPA: 2 . 950
Ma j ors:
ELEC, MECH
Gr a d Dat e s : 1294
Ci t izenship :
Position Availab l e:
Pos i tion Loc a t i on : Rog e r s, AR, Ca r te r s v ille, GA & Amherst, VA
Dead l i n e fo r submi t t i ng r esumes: Octob e r 26

Method, OPEN SIGN-UP

Grad Dates ,

NACO,

INC

Method, OPEN SIGN-UP

2525 Cabot Drive

Lisle,

IL

60532

Majors ,

IL

&

Hami lton, Ontario

S CHLUMB ERG ER
Method : OPEN S IGN -UP
P. O. Box 2175, Bldg 3 0
I ntervi e w Date : 1 1/22
Houston , TX 7 7 252 -2 17 5
Attn: Ms . Ma r y On ti vero s, Recruiting As s istant
De gree Level : B M
Minimum GPA:
2.8 5 0
Ma jors :
ELE C ME CH PETR PHYS GE E
Grad Da tes : 0594 1 2 94
Citi zen s hip :
Posi t ion Availab le : Fi e ld Engineer
Pos i t i on Locat i on: Nor th America

October 2 7

The most up-dated sche dule of on-campus interviews is available on
the campus computer system. Although the listings do appear weekly
in the back pages of, "The Hine r," their deadline is a week before
going to press. In th a t week, new companies may have conta cted the
cac with a tight sign-up deadline. These listings are entered into
the S i qnUp!WalkUp! system as s oon as they are received: Whereas,
they will not appear in "The Miner" for one or two weeks.
CHECK SICNUP! WALKUP! DAILY

~ ---------------

2 . 05 0

ELEC MET MECH CIVL

Grad Dates:
0595 0795
Ci tize n s hip: US / Pe rm
Pos i ti on Availabl e : Proj e ct En g i n e er
Position Location: Ke okuk, lA , Chi cago,
SIGN-UP DATE:
Octobe r 27

Because the COC wants to accommodate as many employment
opportunities as possible for UHR students, it is iaportant that
students who are in the job aarket for full-tiae, su.aer or co-op
ra-ember to check interview schedules often on the SlgnUp 1WalkUp !
systeJD ---- every day or every other ---- so they will not Iliss the
deadline tor a coapany that needs a quick turnaround~

7 SEX.

Interview Date: 11 / 09

Attn: Mr. John Pringle. Sr . Vice-President
Degree Level : B
Minimum GPA :

Not all companies that conduct on-campus interviews ' have hiring
needs that gl·ve as much advance notice as students are accustomed
to. Sometimes , recruiting trips and hiring are unanticipated with
only a week or two notice. Recently, Maytag and First Brands were
two companies looking for ME's and EE"s on short notice.

)orN

2.000

October 27

CHECK SignUp!WalkUp! OFTEN FOR NEW COMPANIES

ALLY

Minimum GPA :

0595 0795

SIGN-UP DATE :

1WtRED

Interview Date: 11/08

Citizenship:
Position Available : Technical Service Engineer
Position Location : Robinson, IL
SIGN-UP DATE ,

P . O. Box 677
Interview Date: 11/ 09
Oklahoma City , OK 73101-0677
Attn : Ms . Kelly Scott ,
Degree Level : B
Minimum GPA : 2.350
Majors:
MIN GEE CIVL
Grad Dates:
0594 1294 0 5 07
Ci tizensh ip : US / Perm
Position Ava i l able : Eng inee r
Position Lo cation : Ok lahoma City, OK
De adl ine f or s ubmitt ing re s u mes: Octo ber 2 6

FIRST BRANDS COR P

MARATHON OIL
P.O . Box 1200

Robinson, IL 62454
At tn: Mr . Bernie Sharkey ,
Degree Level : B
Majors:
CHE

Job Choices:19951 -- Job Choices:19951 -- Job Choices:1995J
(formerly "CPC Annual")
Your best at-home career reference and company directory.
Buy
yours now at the Career Opportunities Center for only $2 for 2
volumes : -Planning Job Choices:199S'" and "'Job Choices in science
and Engineering:1995 .... The second volume features ·companies and i s
also available in WHealthcare- or -Business.-
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Wednesday, October 26, 1994

S.t1.B. PreSeBts:

Jd_Caazqlr
Men's Clothing Exclusively
10% Discount with Ad

713 Pine Sl
364-2323

Wednesday, Ortober 26th at 7:00 p_m.
in Leach -Yheatre, Castlem.an Hall

Ticket:.s available at the Universin~~
Center T i cket 'ftTlndo'W'. Ticket:.s are free
f'or student:.s, and $3f'or general public.
Professor Knidlt will be leading a
discussion of Jullus Caesar at 6:00 to 6:)0
in room 1)7 of Castleman Hall. Everyone
is w elcome to attend.

pma~~~

Your professional
source for all your
telephone I).eeds.

RESEARCH
INFORMAnON
Largest Ubrary of infrirmation in U.S.•
all subjects
Order Catalog Today with Visa I

~
~

Meor COO

800-351-0222

01(3 10)477,8226
Or. rush S2.00 10: Research Information
11322kJahoAve" # 206A La, Angeles. CA 90025

fromnow on in America, any definilion
01 a successful life musl include serving
olners. To find oul nowyou can nelp in
your communily, colli (800) 677-5515.

~spnnt
.
..:::==::-

~

United Telephone

CaUl-800-788-3500.

JOIN UMR STUDENTS AGAIN'S T AMENDMENT 7!
HANCOCK II

HELP STOP TUITION FROM RISING!
KEEP CLASS SIZES SMALL!

MEETINGS EACH THURSDAY AT 8:00 PM AT THE FLAGPOLE
CALL KEITH BLACKFORD AT 368-4078 FOR INFO

